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In order to study the traffic-carrying characteristics of the No. 5 crossbar

switching system, a machine has been built to simulate the operation of

the system. This machine, known as a throwdown machine, is controlled

by a team of four operators. Its input is a statistically accurate representa-

tion of teleplwne traffic and its output is a detailed record of the course of

zach call through the syst€?7i. This paper discusses the design principles

of the throwdown machine, its operation, and the type of results obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Existing analytical methods are inadequate for investigating many

statistical problems in which a large number of variables and their inter-

actions must be considered. The problem of evahiating the performance

and traffic capacity of a large automatic telephone switching system is

one example. Others involve logistics, air and highway traffic control,

and certain phases of military and naval strategy. All these require the

assimilation of large quantities of data, processing the data according

to certain procedures which are often empirical, and producmg final

information from which perfoi-mance of the system or the excellence of

the procedures can be judged.

These problems fall in the general category of "systems evaluation."

The types of systems considered are those that are capable of a large

number of variations depending on the nature of the input data, and

must be judged on a statistical basis. One method of study might be to

operate and observe an actual system. There are a number of objections

to this. Operation may be so slow that the accumulation of sufficient data

may require excessive time or, as in the case of a telephone switching

system, so rapid that it is impractical to make the necessary observations.

Operating the system under controlled conditions in these cases may be
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too expensive or indeed impossible. Then, too, the system may be pro-

posed only and not yet exist.

One solution is to de\'ise a method of simulating the performance of

the actual or proposed system which through the use a suitable time scale

vnW permit the necessary information to be obtained. The simulation

may be done entirely on paper by recording each state of the system and

modifying this state mth each bit of input information according to the

system plan, as though a log were being kept of the performance of the

actual system.

Since the general problem involves large quantities of input data

which are statistical in nature, all possible variations cannot be studied.

A sufficient number of typical situations must be tried to obtain statisti-

cally reliable results. These methods have been extensively used in tele-

phone traffic studies and are called "throwdown" studies. The name
stems from the use of dice in the early study of telephone traffic problems.

Each die is designated to represent a particular independent event and

the faces of this die are designated according to the probability of the

event taking place. By repeatedly "throwing down" a number of such

dice and observing the results, the probability of a particular combi-

nation of events taking place can be estimated. Other similar methods

leased on selections from lists of random^ numbers have been used in

telephone traffic studies for a number of years. Recently, mathematicians,

using digital computers, have employed similar statistical methods in

problems relating to the diffusion of gases, electron ballistics and the

solution of certain types of differential equations. They have called this

the "Monte Carlo" method.

Various mechanical aids can be used in running a throwdown study.

This paper vn\l discuss the techniques of throwdown studies and will

describe a semi-automatic thi'owdown machine which was constructed

for studies of the new No. 5 crossbar smtching system used in local

telephone central offices, A general view of this machine is shown in

Fig. 1. It is a system of electrical s\vitching circuits, signal lamps and

mechanical devices which simulates a large telephone switching system

and its associated subscribers. The machine is controlled by a team of

four operators. Artificially generated telephone traffic is processed by

this machine in a manner analogous to the action of the actual system.

Detailed records are made of the progress of each call and the traffic

situations encountered. After a sufficient number of calls have been

processed, the recorded informatioii can be analyzed by statistical meth-

ods to obtain desired information. The action of the system is simulated

in sufficient detail to insure that results are representative of actual
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system perfoiinarice. The level and character of submitted traffic can

be varied, and a wide range of system sizes with varying quantities of

control circuits can be tested.

Before the throwdown machine was built a "paper" throwdown trial

of a small No. 5 crossbar system installation had been conducted by
Mr. R. I. Wilkinson. This was run by a team of girls using card files,

ledgers and written records, and using dice to make certain random
decisions. The machine is basically a mechanization of these early

methods to make possible the testing of larger installations in a reason-

able time. The methods of generating data for the machine were devel-

oped by Mr. Wilkinson aud many of the decisions relating to telephone

traffic and statistical problems which were encountered in designing the

machine were solved in consultation with him.

THE TELEPHONE TRAFFIC PROBLEM

A large automatic telephone switching system of the common control

type is not a simple mechanism nor is evaluating its performance and
traffic carrying capacity a simple problem. The economy of these systems

depends upon the efficient use of relatively small groups of circuits on a

time-sharing basis to serve a large number of subscribers. Each group of

circuits is specialized to perform certain of the functions necessary in

establishing a connection, and circuits from several groups must co-

operate to handle every call. A sequence of actions with appropriate

alternatives at several stages where busy conditions may be encountered

is completely prescribed for every call. However, this sequence is subject

to interference due to simultaneous requests to use the same control

circuits. Competition is resolved by preference arrangements which
cau.se some reciuests to be delayed while others are being served. Delays

will increase the holding time of circuits mth the possibility of causing

traffic congestion at other points in the system.

With a number of subscribers originating calls at random, it becomes

difficult to predict what the reactions of the system will be at various

traffic levels. Although some parts of the problem can be solved by
analytical methods employing probability theory, it is doubtful that

mathematical means, beyond rough approximations, are available for

evaluating the performance of an entire system.

Where systems have been built and placed in operation, the per-

formance can be judged from observations of the working system. There

are obvious weaknesses in this procedure. Only by collecting large

quantities of information can the performance at various load levels
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be determined. Practical systems, as a matter of economy, are not

equipped with indicating mechanisms to show performance at all stages.

Events take place rapidly and the causes leading up to a particular traffic

situation cannot be easily observed. Traffic loads cannot be repeated

under controlled conditions. Size of installation and quantities of working

equipment can be varied only by small amounts in a working office.

To test offices of various sizes requires that these offices be built and

installed. Variations in the system operation require actual changes in

a working system. This can be done only to a limited extent.

In the case of newly developed systems, estimates of performance can

be made on the basis of engineering judgment and experience with older

systems of a sunilar type. This can be followed by a trial installation of

a working system of a modest size which will test the system for flaws

in design as well as provide information on traffic capacity ^\'hich can be

extrapolated to indicate approximate quantities of equipment for larger

installations. At best tliis is a slow and expensive process and engineering

data must be continually revised as experience is gained with larger

installations. When the system is to be used extensively in installations

of various sizes, methods of evaluating system performance in advance

of actual construction are desired. This situation occurred in the de^^elop-

ment of the No. 5 crossbar system and was the occasion for building

the present throwdown machine.

THROWDOWN TECHNIQUES

Since thi-owdown techniques have played an important part in the

development of telephone traffic theory, a brief discussion of the basic

principles will be given.

A single throwdown test will indicate the performance of a system

under a specific set of conditions. In a typical telephone traffic study, a

given traffic load would first be assumed and a simulated system installa-

tion to handle this load would be engineered on the basis of the best

available information. The test run then vn\l show the perfoimance of

the system under these particular conditions, and indicate both the

adequacy of the initial engineering procedures and possible improve-

ments. To obtain a proper balance between equipment quantities and

traffic load may require several additional runs, varying the equipment

quantities, traffic load or both.

The procedure in a throwdomi study is to first obtain data represent-

ing the traffic to be handled by the system. The traffic data can be

generated artificially by the use of random numbers. The method is
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based on a knowledge of the statistical behavior of the various factors

entering into the composition of real traffic. Random numbers are drawn

for each factor. These numbers are assigned vahies according to fre-

quency distributions obtained analytically or from field observations.

The regulating data are combined to produce a description of a sample

of traffic which would be encountered under the assumed conditions and

then processed by methods which simulate the performance of the actual

system.

As a simple example of the throwdo^\Ti procedures, suppose that it

is desired to determine how often on the average an "all trunks busy"

condition will occur in a particular group of trunks handling inter-office

calls. A certain period of time is first selected and the number of calls

expected within this period is determined. Two random numbers are

then drawn for each call. One random number specifies the time, within

the period, of origination of the call. The other random number, weighted

according to an exponention distribution which will be discussed later,

gives the holding time of the call.

With the data of call origination times and holding times prepared,

the throwdown run can be started. The calls are hsted in the order of their

originating times. The first call is assigned to the first idle trunk. A record

that this trunk is busy is made and the time at which it will become idle

determined by adding the assigned holding time to the time of origination.

This is also recorded: The call which follows in time of origination is then

assigned to the next idle tnink and the proce.ss continued for succeeding

calls. Before each call is established the release times of all busy trunks

are scanned to determine whether any busy ti-unk should be made idle.

In setting up each call idle trunks are chosen from the group in the same

order of preference that would be used in the system being simulated.

Thus, the performance of an actual system is reproduced with con-

siderable accuracy and detailed records of this performance can be made.

From a study of these records the desired information can be determined.

The probabihty of encountering an "all trunks busy" condition can be

found, the average luimber of trunks busy can be determined, or a

frequency distribution chart showing the percentage of the time the

number of busy trunks is above any given nvimber can be constructed.

If proper records are kept such infoimation as the average number of

trunks searched over in locating an idle trunk can be determined. If the

trunks were reached through a graded multiple or if they were in sub-

groups with a common oA'erflow group, simple extensions of the above

procedures would be followed.

This particular problem can be solved by analytical methods and is

I..,;-^-.—

,
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presented here only to illustrate the application of throwdown tech-

ni(|ues. However, as problems become more complex it becomes in-

creasingly difficult to apply analytical methods. Even in relatively simple

systems the interplay of variables may be so involved that existing theo-

retical methods are entirely madequate. Various simphfying assump-

tions must be made and there is often the doubt that some important

factor has not been overlooked in formulating the mathematical theory.

The most fi-uitful use of throwdown methods has been to check results

obtained by theory and to obtain data upon which mathematical theories

can be based. Throwdown techniques, of coui-se, can be used to obtain

direct results, but the functioning of a system will be better understood

if there is at least some attempt to develop a theory which explains how

\'arious forces act together to produce obser^'ed results. Such theories

may suggest modifications of the system which mil unprove its per-

formance.

It can he seen that the planning of a throwdown study requires a

thorough knowledge of both the functioning of the system being simu-

lated and the characteristics of the input data being processed by this

system. The valithty of results wall depend upon the faithfulness with

which the artificially prepared input data represent real data and the

accuracy with which the thro^\'do«ai routines represent the real system

performance. The following two sections of this paper will describe the

No. 5 crossbar system and the characteristics of the subscribers using

this system. Later sections describe the methods used in the machine

for simulating the dynamic performance of an operating system with

its subscribers.

THE NUMBER 5 CROSSBAR S^^^:TCHING SYSTEM*

No. 5 crossbar is a marker-controlled system designed primarily for

local central office application in the residential sections of large cities

and the fringe areas surroimding these cities.

In regions of this type a relatively large proportion of all calls are

completed to subscribers mthin the same office. Since the surrounding

offices to which connection must be made are hkely to be of widely

diversified types, the system is designed to interconnect with any existing

type of central office. No. 5 is also capable of serving isolated centers

from about 3,000 lines up, and multioffice areas including the largest

*F. A. Korn and James S.Ferguson, Trans. A.I.E.E., 69, Part 1, pp. 244-254,

1950.
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metropolitan business exchanges. Although the system includes facilities

for toll and tandem smtching, these were not included in the throwdowii

studies and will not be discussed.

The Switching Network

The No. 5 system is built around an intercomiectmg network con-

sisting of two types of switching frames utilizing crossbar switches and
known as lino link frames and trunk link frames. This is illustrated in

block diagram form on Fig. 2. Each frame is double-ended and provides

means for connecting any point on one side of the: frame to any point on
the other side. The connecting paths are known as links.

All subscriber hues in the office connect to ons side uf the line link

frames, each of which can .serve, roughly, 300 to 500 lines; and all tnmks
connect to one side of the trunk link frames, each of which has IGO trunk

appearances. The other sides of line and trunk link frames are connected

together in such a manner that each hne link fmme has access to all

trmik link frames over several paths.
!

These intercomiecting paths are known as junctors. The basic maxi-

mum number of line link and trunk link frames is S and 10 respectively,

and this is the size embodied in the throwdown ;nachine. However, in

pi'actice, multipling arrangements can be employed to double the number
of frames to give greater subscriber and traffic calpacity.

With the system described above, any subscriber line can be con-

nected to any trunk over one of several paths, each consisting of two
links and a junctor and known as a channel. On connections to outgoing

or incoming trunks, a single channel is required; on connections tlu'ough

intraofhce trunks (connection between two local subscribers), two chan-

n(^ls, one from each end of the trunk, are required. The method of com-
bining links and junctors to form channels \\ill be described later.

Dial Registration—Originating Registers

The circiuts that receive and store the dialed signals from the sub-

scriber are known as originating registers. These circuits, in fiuantity

as determined by desired quality or grade of service, are distributed over

the trunk link frames as equally as possible. A connection between

subscriber and register is set up through the switching network just as

between subscriber and trunk. The registers call in control equipment
for setting up the subscriber's connection when dialing is completed.
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Common Control Circuits—Markers

The smtching of all connections in the office is performed by a group

of common control circuits known as markers, any one of which may be

utilized on a particular call. The principal functions of the marker are

(1) to determine or receive the specific location of a calling circuit;

(2) to translate input signals into the specific location of a called circuit

or group of circuits; (3) to test for availability and seize a called circuit

or one of a group of circuits; (4) to locate, test and seize a switching path

between caUing and called circuits; (5) to set up the connection; and

(6) to take alternative action in case of trouble or busy conditions. A
marker performs these functions in a ^-ery short period of time so that a

few circuits can handle the requirements of an office. In the original

design of No. 5 crossbar, a single type of marker handled all connections.

This was the arrangement specifically handled by the throwdown ma-

chine. Later design has introduced three types of markers; dial tone,

completing, and combined.

As an example of the function of the control circuits, when a sub-

scriber originates a call, a comiection is automatically established from

the subscriber line circuit on a fine link frame via a marker connector to

an available marker. The marker identifies the location of the line and

establishes the fact that it is a new call requiring a register. It tests all

registers and trunk link frames and chooses an idle frame with idle

registers. The marker then gains access to the correct line link and trunk

link frames via the frame connectors, chooses an idle register, tests all

usable channels, picks a particular channel and operates the crossbar

switch magnets to close the connection between line and register. After

stoiing the line location in the register for later use, the marker discon-

nects itself.

When the subscriber completes dialing, the register connects itself to

an idle marker via the marker connector. It transfers to the marker the

location of the originating hue and the called number. If the call is

local to the office, the marker determines the location of the called line

from the niunber group circuit (a translating device) and tests and

chooses an intraoffice trunk. The marker then gains access to the hnk

frames through the frame connector, tests the called line for busy, picks

a channel, and establishes the connection, thereafter removing itself

and the register from the connection.

During the course of the foregoing events, a call may encounter var-

ious delays beyond the minimum circuit operating time in setting up the

connection. Delay may be caused by meeting a temporary busy condi-
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tion of markers, registers or the particular number group link frames

required. Busy condition of lines or trunks may result in rerouting the

call. In general, the grade of service is measured by the delay in con-

necting a subscriber to a register (dial tone delay) and the probability

of not finding an idle trunk or channel.

Intraoffi.ce Trunks

The intraoffice trunks, used on locally originated and completed sub-

scriber connections, include the supervisory, charging and ringing func-

tions. The trunk is held on a connection for the duration of the call in

distinction to markers and registers which have short holding times.

Outgoing Trunks and Senders

Calls to other offices are completed v\a, outgoing trunks which incor-

porate the supervisory and charging functions. In order to transmit

information to the distant office, an outgoing sender is comiected to the

trunk for a short period of time by means of an outgoing sender link.

In establishing the call, the marker first connects itself to the sender via

the sender connector in order to register in the sender the called number,

and then sets up the trunk-sender Unkage. When the sender, which may
be one of several varieties depending upon the type of signaling required

by the distant office, has transmitted the number to the distant office, it

drops off the connection.

Incoming Trunks and Registers

Calls from a distant office are completed through an incoming trunk,

which includes supervisory and ringing functions. In order to receive

signals from the distant office, the tnjnk connects itself to an incoming

register by means of an incoming register link. When the register, which

again may be one of several ^-arieties, has received the called number,

it obtains a marker through the marker connector for setting up the

connection. When its functions have been accomplished, the register

disconnects.

Tone Tritnks

This group of trunks includes those to which calls are routed when
hue busy or all trunk or channel busy conditions are met. Subscriber

error or excessive delay in diahng also result in routing to these trunks.

The tone trunks return distinctive tone signals to the subscriber. If
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the marker is unable to set up a connection to a tone trunk, the originat-

ing register is able to return the tone signal.

Number Groups

Each number group is a translating circuit which provides terminating

information for a consecutive block of 1000 director}^ numbers. When

a marker transmits the called line number to ii number group, it re-

ceives back the line location on a line link frame, the type of ringing

required, whether or not the line is in a PBX group, and certain minor

information. The number group also includes facilities for selecting an

idle line in a PBX group. As with linlc frames, only one marker can

connect to a number group at a time, but markers can connect to dif-

ferent number groups simultaneously without interference.

Connectors

The marker connector, providing access from line link frames and

register to markers, include circuits which assign preference of all line

link frames and registers for specific markers.- This helps distribute

marker usage.

Ill addition, when several line link frames and registers are com-

peting simultaneously for busy markers, a gating arrangement allocates

the order of service to reduce excessive delays. Althoxigh shown as one

block on Fig. 2, the marker connector circuits are provided one per line

link frame and one per sub-group of ten or less registers.

The frame connector, which provides acce-ss from markers to link

frames, includes preference and lockout features since only one of several

competing markers can connect to a given frame at one time. Although

sho^^-n as one circuit on Fig. 2, the frame connectors are actually dis-

tributed over the frames.

Outgoing senders of a particular type are divided into two groups

and the sender connector peimits connection from two markers, each

to one sender in each group simultaneously. Preference and lockout

features obtain.

The number group connectors, provided one per number group,

are similar to frame connectors and give access from markers to number

group.

Handling a Typical Call

An understanding of the operational intricacies of a telephone switch-

ing .system cannot be gained by a discussion of components and can only
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be developed by a study of the course of events in setting up calls through
the system. As has been intimated earlier, the establishment of calls is

largely a matter of marker operation. In order to illustrate the marker
functions, Figs. 3 and 4 show two charts indicating the order of events in

establishing a connection, first, between a calling or originating sub-
scriber line and a register, and second, after dialing, between two sub-
scriber lines within the same office. These two types of connection are
known as a dial tone call and an intraoffice call, respectively.

Figs. 3 and 4 are drawn as sequence charts with time flowing domi-
ward. There is no attempt to maintain an accurate time scale; the x
marks ou the vertical line merely represent the relative order in which
important control functions take place. In actuality, of course, the time
between x marks is known with fair precision. Brief descriptions of the
control functions are listed to the left of the vertical lines. The call il-

lustrated is presumed to encounter no difficulties in completion. How-
evci', i^oints at which l>locking might occur are marked with an asterisk

to the right of the lines. If any of the difficulties noted were to develop,

the marker would have to take alternative action which will bo illus-

trated later. Also shown to the right of the fines are potential points of

delay, where a call may have to wait until a connector, a marker, or a
desired frame becomes idle. It must be remembered that during mod-
erate or heavy traffit;, wcvcral or all of the markers are working simul-

taneously and tending to interfere with each other.

In a well-balanced and .soundly engineered central office, the aggrega-
tion of parts are nicely adjusted to gi\-e on the average no more than
certain preassigned values of delay and blocking at some average busy
hour traffic level chosen as a ba.se. A typical example of permis.sible delay
is no moi-e than 1 per cent of calls having a cfial tone delay greater than
tlu-ee seconds. When traffic is heavier than the engineering base, the

percentages of delay or lilocking will increase.

A summation of all the po.ssible alternati^'e sequences which a marker
may have to take when trunk busy, line busy and channel busy con-

ditions are encountered becomes extremely complex. Although no at-

tempt will be made to discuss this in detail, a chart shomug the opera-

tional variations of a marker on an intraoffice call is presented on Fig. 5.

Even this figiue does not include all possible variations since, for ex-

ample, the contingency of all tone trunks being bu.sy is not shown on
the diagram. This chart, similar in form to Fig. 4, will later be found
useful in discu.ssing the throwdown machine. In order to simplify the
presentation, some of the control events are combined in time with the
frame seizm-e which precedes the event. The normal course of a call
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is in a vertical direction and it is only when a busy condition or a special

function such as PBX hunting is encountered that the call shifts to the

right or left. On a particular call, the only control functions performed

are those marked with an x.

In the situation illustrated, the size of the office is assumed to be such

that two groups of intraoflice trunks are provided. The marker makes

a more or less random choice of the first group to be tested, and, if this

group proves to be all busy, Avill automatically test the second group.

This brief description of the Number 5 Crossbar System is not intended

to be exhaustive. It discusses only the important features of the system

and those which mil help make the description of the throwdown ma-

chine more intelligible. Certain more involved items mil be discussed

in greater detail in later sections concerned with the functioning of the

throwdown machine.

TIME

I

POSSIBLE DELAYS

CONTROL FUNCTIONS \ AND DIFFICULTIES

RECEIVER OFF HOOK X
DELAY FOR MARKER (INCLUDES

LINE LINK FRAME MARKER CONNECTOR ^ DELAY TILL CONNECTOR ACHIEVES
CONNECTS TO MARKER T PREFERRED POSITION IN GATEj

MARKER HUNTS FOR IDLE TRUNK LINK !_ ji, ail REGISTERS BUSY
FRAME WITH IDLE REGISTER T

MARKER SEIZES CHOSEN TRUNK LINK FRAME->: TRUNK LINK FRAME DELAY

MARKER LOCATES IDLE REGISTER X

MARKER SEIZES LINE LINK FRAME X UNE LINK FRAME DELAY

J, MARKER MAY IDENTIFY ANOTHER
MARKER IDENTIFIES CALLING LINE X CALLING LINE

MARKER CONNECTS TO LINKS AND
Jj^^. CHANNEL MISMATCH

JUNCTORS AND MATCHES CHANNEL I ^

MARKER OPERATES CROSSPOINTS X

MARKER RELEASES LINE LINK FRAME X
AND TRUNK LINK FRAME I

MARKER RESTORES TO NORMAL ^!<

DIAL TONE TO SUBSCRIBER X

I

DIALING
[

END OF DIALING-^ X,

* MARKER MUST TAKE ALTERNATIVE ACTION
IF IT ENCOUNTERS THIS CONDITION

Fig. 3—Establishing a dial tone call.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBSCRIBERS AFFECTING DATA

Since the purpose of the thi'owdown machine is to evaluate per-

formance and traffic capacity of a simulated switching system under

conditions met in serWce, subscriber data fed into the machine must
represent, as nearly as possible, the characteristic actions of real sub-

scribers. Fortunately, telephone subscriber characteristics can be studied

in working switching systems which are similar to the one under throw-

dowai evaluation. Little error is introduced by such subscriber data

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
POSSIBLE DELAYS
AND DIFFICULTIES

REGISTER SEIZES MARKER CONNECTOR X DELAY FOR MARKER CONNECTOR

I
DELAY FOR MARKER [INCLUDES

MARKER CONNECTOR CONNECTS TO MARKER X DELAY TILL CONNECTOR ACHIEVES
PREFERRED POSITION IN GATE)

MARKER RECORDS TERMINATING NUMBER
AND LOCATION OF ORIGINATING LINE X

MARKER TRANSLATES OFFICE CODE X

--X-
MARKER HUNTS FOR IDLE TRUNK LINK
FRAME WITH IDLE TRUNKS + ALL TRUNKS BUSY

MARKER SEIZES CHOSEN TRUNK LINK FRAME ^ TRUNK LINK FRAME DELAY

MARKER LOCATES IDLE TRUNK-

MARKER SEIZES NUMBER GROUP X NUMBER GROUP DELAY

^X
MARKER RECORDS TERMINATING
LINE LOCATION

MARKER SEIZES TERMINATING LINE LINK FRAME--X-

MARKER TESTS LINE FOR BUSY X-

— LINE LINK FRAME DELAY

+ LINE BUSY

MARKER CONNECTS TO LINKS AND JUNCTORS
AND MATCHES CHANNEL

MARKER OPERATES CROSSPOINTS

-X-* CHANNEL MISMATCH

MARKER RELEASES TERMINATING LINE LINK FRAME-X

MARKER SEIZES ORIGINATING LINE LINK FRAME X"

MARKER CONNECTS TO LINKS AND JUNCTORS

MARKER DROPS CONNECTION BETWEEN
REGISTER AND ORIGINATING LINE

AND MATCHES CHANNEL ^

MARKER OPERATES CROSSPOINTS X

MARKER RELEASES REGISTER, TRUNK LINK 1
FRAME AND ORIGINATING LINE LINK FRAME T

MARKER RESTORES TO NORMAL X

--LINE LINK FRAME DELAY

+ CHANNEL MISMATCH

+ MARKER MUST TAKE ALTERNATIVE ACTION
IF IT ENCOUNTERS THIS CONDITION

Fig. 4—Establishing an intraoffice call.
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MARKER 56IZLJRE
TRANSFER OF CALLED --'^

NUMBER TO MARKER
SEIZE TR« LK FRAME | TRUNKS BUSY
TEST 1ST CHOICE INTRA- --X-

OFFICE TRUNKS

SEIZE TRK LK FRAME
TEST 2N0 CHOICE INTRA-
OFFICE TRUNKS

SEIZE NUMBER GROUP --X'

TEST PBX LINES

SEIZE TERM. LLF
TEST LINE
MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE TERM. LLF

SEIZE ORIGIN-T-G LLF j.
>i^MATCH

MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE TRK LK FR
RELEASE ORIGIN'T'G LLF

SEIZE TRK LK FRAME
TEST 2N0 CHOICE INTRA- -

OFFICE TRUNKS

SEIZE NUMBER GROUP -

TEST PBX LINES --

SEIZE TERM. LLF
TEST LINE
MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE TERM. LLF

SEIZE TRK LK FRAME
TEST TONE TRUNKS

SEIZE ORIGIN'T'G LLF
MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE TRK LK FR
RELEASE DRIGIN'T'G LLF

SEIZE TRK LK FRAME
TEST TONE TRUNKS

SEIZE ORIGIN'T'G LLF
MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE TRK LK FR
RELEASE ORIGIN-rG LLF

SEIZE TRK LK FRAME
TEST TONE TRUNKS

SEIZE ORIGIN'T'G LLF
MATCH CHANNEL

RELEASE REGISTER
RELEASE TRK LK FR.LLF --;i

MARKER RELEASE

SET REGISTER FOR TONE
RELEASE TRK LK FR, LLF
MARKER RELEASE

Fig. 5—Possible variations in handling an intraoflSce call.
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inasmuch as subscriber behavior is very slightly influenced by the type

of system serving their telephones.

Subscribers, although they are indlWduals, exhibit many "group char-

acteristics" dictated not by the requirements of telephone communica-
tion but by their mode of life. This fact allows statistical treatment of

many observed action distributions \\ithout introduction of significant

error. However, these group actions also present problems of congestion

in telephone plant which require detailed throwdown study for solution.

As an example of group characteristic, subscribers do not originate a

steady barrage of calls over the twenty-four hom-s of the day. During

mid-morning and mid-afternoon hours traffic is built to a peak value,

whereas during certain of the remaining hours it is reduced to a mini-

mum. In some residential areas peak traffic may also occur during the

early evening. Throwdown e\-aluations of simulated switching systems,

however are primarily concerned vnih. the busy hour, the hour in which

the greatest number of calls are originated, regardless of its actual time

of day occurrence.

Useful datum obtained from busy hour field observations is the calling

rate per subscriber (calls per hour) which can be used to set up traffic

load conditions on the simulated switchhig system. The calling rate

characteristics can be measured as average calls per hour placed by
subscribers in a number of group classifications. An example used in a

particiUar throwdoT\m study of simulated system response to a gi\'en

traffic load is given in Table I. The ^'alues given in this table represent

average day to day calling rates. Weather conditions, pre-holiday peri-

ods or special eA'ents have been found to raise substantially the average

calling rate in affected classifications. Values adjusted for these condi-

tions are useful in projecting percentage of overload that can be offered

to systems engineered for average daily loads.

Subscribers, however, in originating calls, act independently mthin
their classified group in maintaining the average calUng rate. Originating

times of calls, therefore, occur at random within the hour. Throwdown
input data representing subscriber originating time behavior are produced

by assigning to each call, of the total within the studied hour, a sLx digit

number from a list of random numbers. If the hour is di^-ided into one

miUion parts the assigned random number determines the milhonth

part of the hour in which each call will originate.

Observations made in the field have sho^A^l that subscribers, upon
receiving dial tone, do not alwaj''s follow through to dial a full code.

Among possible causes are faihu-e to hang up after completion of a call,

answering the wrong telephone where two or more are adjacent, dialing
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Table I

Group Classification

Heavy demand individual line subscribers (such as

doctor and professional services

Medium demaiid individual line subscribers (such as

small business and some residential subscribers)
.

. .

Light demand individual line subscribers (mainly resi-

dential subscribers)

P.B.X. line subscribers (such as large businesses,

hotels, railroads, etc.)

Average'Calling Rate Per
SubacriberlDurinfi Busy Hour

6.0

0.85

0.02

3.0

before dial tone, and forgetting the number. Such actions produce

waste usage of equipment within the switching system, and their study-

is pertinent to producing throwdown data. To simphfy this study, all

subscriber actions involving the alerting of central office equipment

are designated "subscriber starts" and di\dded into four categories as

given in Table II.

Since "no dials" and "partial" dials are largely due to subscriber errors

in properly originating calls, many of these calls will be originated upon

discovery of the error. False starts, on the other hand, are attributed to

accidental origination with no intent to place a call. A flow chart illus-

trating the.se actions is shown in Fig. 6. The importance of thi.s sub-

scriber behavior is indicated by the percentage of waste usage calls (FS,

ND, and PD) to ultimate good calls. Pen recorder tapes taken at par-

ticular central offices showed waste usage calls at 30% and good calls at

80.5% of ultimate good calls. For these specific cases false starts repre-

sented 7.5%, partial dials 7.5%, and no dials 15% of ultimate good calls.

Table II

Category Description

Good calls

False starts

No dials

Partial dials

Calls on which the subscriber waits for dial tone and then

dials the required full code

Calls, on which a sender or register is seized, but which are

abandoned in less than two seconds without dialing

Calls lasting longer than false starts but on which no dialing

occurs. These calls may exceed a certain length "time-

out" period and be given a distinctive tone

Calls on which less than the required full code is dialed.

These calls may be held beyond a certain length "time-

out" period and be given a tone
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It was also found that approximately 90% of the partial dials and the

abandoned no dials were reoriginated. These percentages are quoted

only to illustrate subscriber behavior mider certain conditions of cen-

tral office load at a particular office. Type of ser\ice, load conditions

on the central office, and location can effect these percentages. For a

more detailed analysis, see "DiaUng Habits of Telephone Customers."*

Fig. illustrates only the group behavior of subscribers. Indi\'idually,

the subscribers will hold equipment on abandoned no dials, abandoned

partial dials, and false starts for varying amounts of time. The.se varying

indi\'idual holding times can be quantized into several average values

which are equally likely to occur, or may be averaged to one value as

shown oil Fig. G depending upon the throwdo\vn study requirements.

The holding times on calls receiving tone are u.sually a.ssumed to cease

a few seconds after tone is received.

Subscribers, as individuals placing ultimate good calls, spend varying

amomits of time, after receipt of dial tone, before start of diahng and

INITIAL SUBSCRIBER STARTS

GOOD CALLS FALSE STARTS

ALL END WITHIN TWO SECONDS
AFTER DIAL TONE IS RECEIVED

NOT REORIGINATED

NO DIALS PARTIAL DIALS

RECEIVE
TONE AFTER
TIME-OUT

ABANDONED BY
SUBSCRIBER BEFORE
TIME-OUT TONE

RECEIVE ABANDONED
TONE AFTER BEFORE
TIME-OUT TIME-OUT TONE

REORIGINATED

*UNDER CONDITIONS
OF ALL REGISTERS BUSV
IN THE NO. 5 SWITCHING
SYSTEM, THE TIME-OUT PERIOD
15 AUTOMATICALLY DECREASED

ULTIMATE GOOD CALLS

Fig, 6—Simplified charactcriatic action of subscribers in converting initial

subscriber starts to ultimate good calls.

* Charles Cloa and Roger I. Wilkinson, "Dialing Habits of Telephone Cua-
tomers," Bell System Tech. J., 31, pp. 32-67, Jan. 1952.

L
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in dialing a full code. This behavior affects the holding time of registers

receiving the dialed digits and must be considered in throwdown studies.

Data collected on combined waiting and diahng time characteristics

show a frequency and time distribution that can readily be quantized

into a number of values, each equally likely to occur. When the number

of values for a particular throwdown study are determined, each quan-

tized dialing time is represented by a mmiber. Each ultimate good call

is then assigned a number from a random list of the representative

numbers to estabhsh the dialing time of the call.

Ultimate good calls will develop one of three tei-miuating conditions

attributable to subscriber behavior: 1) DA, called subscriber does not

answer, 2) busy tone because of called subscriber line busy, or 3) answer

by called subscriber. It is assumed from analysis of "don't answer"

studies that, for certain throwdown evaluations of the .smtching system,

approximately 10% of the ultimate good calls meet the DA condition.

The niunber of busy tone terminations, of course, \vall develop during

the throwdown study as a result of the average originating and termi-

nating calling rate per subscriber served by the system.

Most subscribers, upon encountering a line busy condition make subse-

quent attempts to reach the called hne. The number and frequency of

attempts made depend upon the individual characteristics. A detailed

analysis of this characteristic, suitable for use in throwdo^vn studies,

has appeared in a paper by Charles Clos.*

When calls are answered by called subscribers, the connections will

be held for varying amounts of time. It has been determined from field

observations that the frequency distribution of these holding times

is closely approximated by an exponential distribution. For throwdown

purposes a simplifying assumption can be made that holding time is not

a continuous variable but is quantized so that a particular holding

time will have one of se\'eral ^^alues. To determine these values an ex-

ponential distribution having the proper average is plotted as shown in

Fig. 7. The area under the curve is then divided into the required number

of equal parts (ten, for this example). A central value of holding time is

determined to represent each subarea. Ten holding times are thus pro-

duced which are weighted according to the exponential distribution and

which are equally likely to occm-. These holding times can be designated

to 9 and assigned to the calls by choosing one-digit numbers at random

for each call.

* Charles Clos, "An Aspect of the Dialing Behavior of Subscribers and Its

Effect on the Trunk Plant," Bell System Tech. J., 27, pp. 424-445, July, 1948.
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300 400 500
TIME, T, IN SECONDS

Fig. 7—Distribution of holding times.

700

GENERAL PLAN OF THE AL\CHINE

The broad plan of the throwdown involves a division of work be-

tween the team of operators and the circuits of the machine. The circuits

keep track of system events, resolving complex sequences of actions

concurrently taking place. Their chief purpose is to present signals to

the four operators so that they will be able to perform the right actions

at the proper time and thus dovetail together the events for a large

number of calls in progi'ess.

The operators keep manual records of the busy-idle states of items

which occur in large quantities, such as lines, trunks and links. They also

perform the searching operations necessary to locate these items when
they are required to be made busy or idle.

In general the circuits signal the opeiators to perform actions; the

operators in turn signal the circuits that the action is completed or some

appropriate alternative taken. The circuits then determine the next action

and present corresponding signals to the operators. Thus the circuits

largely control the sequencing of events. However, in some cases where

the sequencing would require extensive circuitry, the operators assist

in determining sequence. For example calls returning to the control

circuits after a subscriber completes diahng are interleaved wdth new
calls according to written records maintained by the operators. Releasing

« fi.w -:ji--.%i.^t:'.,\'i^ r-.
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connections are also placed in proper time sequence by tlie operators

according to written records.

The actions of the operators are checked electrically in many cases.

An improper setting of ceilain switches, which is inconsistent with the

state of the system at the time will in some cases give an alarm and in

others, block the progress of the machine mitil the error is corrected.

Certain actions performed by the operators involve the insertion of plugs

into jacks. Where alternative actions are possible in response to a given

signal, separate groups of jacks correspond to the several alternatives.

Insertion of a plug into a particular group will signal the circuits as to

which alternative is taken. The circuits make one of several keys effective

and the operator must then depress this key (corresponding to the action

she has taken) before the circuits will advance.

Where several operators must cooperate to perform a given action,

signals are passed between the operators by means of keys and all opera-

tors must respond before the circuits can advance. WTierever possible,

overlap operation is employed. Signals are presented to several operators

simultaneously and each operator starts the indicated action, signaling

the circuits when it is completed. When the signal from the last opera-

tor is received, the circuit advances. In some cases an operator is allowed

to start a particular action before the stage has been reached at which

this action is recjuired. l^'or example the information necessary to choose

links and determine a suitable path through the interconnecting network

of the No. 5 crossbar system is available before it is necessary to establish

the connection. Since this search is time consuming, the operator is

allowed to start as soon as the information is available. At the proper

time she is given a signal to complete the record of this connection, or if

the call has been blocked before reaching this stage, she is given a "back

out" signal instructing her to restore her records to their previous con-

dition. Since this is a rare condition occurring less than one time in 100

tries, little useless w^ork is done and the overall action is speeded up.

A block diagram showing the relations between the operators and

the various major components of the machine is shou'u in Fig. 8 The

CLOCK controls the flow of time in the machine and gives an indication

of simulated present time in the traffic run being tested. The time de-

tectors, of which thiec are used, pro\ade a means for the operators to

indicate a future time at which some action must be taken and be sig-

naled when this time arrives. The block labeled control circuits, which

present action signals to the operatoi-s, represents the main body of

circuits which maintain a current record of the states of the various
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complex units of the system, such as markers. The gate provides a means
for operators to feed traffic into the machine and determines the order in

which each working item of traffic is taken up by the control circuits.

The RANDOM CIRCUIT is an electronic "roulette wheel" which permits the

operators to make random choices in disposing of certain traffic items.

It provides random selections \'arying from one out of three to one out

of ten.

The indi\-idual record of each call is made on a card of the form shown
in Fig. 9 which is called a "call slip." These are of various types identified

by distinctive designations and colors for the several varieties of calls

which may occur. The basic types are: dial tone, intra-office, incoming,

and outgoing.

As the call progresses through its various phases the slip is passed

from one operator to another, each operator retaining the slip while it

is in the phase under her control and recording on it in designated spaces

the nature and time of the events taking place. When the call is com-
pleted, the slip carries a complete record of the call including the designa-

tion number and time of seizure of the various circuit units used in estab-

lishing the connection and the nature and duration of any delays

encountered.

GATE CONTROL
CIRCUITS

STOP-START

TIME PULSES CLOCK

Fig. 8—Communication between tlie machine components and the operators.
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Fig_ 9—Call slips on which records are made in the throwdown machine.

DESCRIPTION OF POSITIONS

The throwdown machine consists of five positions as shomi in the

plan view of Fig. 10. A photograph showing all but one position appears

on Fig. 1. This division into positions results from the requirements of

simulating the components of the No. 5 crossbar system and equalizing

the work load on the attending operators. The arrangement of positions,

as shown, provides a continuous clockwise flow of records and other

items that must be passed from operator to operator. The five positions

are known as: originating position, gate position, marker position, match

position, and assignment position. Four operators attend the five posi-
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tions, the gate position being jointly served by the operators stationed at

the originating and marker positions. Each operator is given the same

name as the position at which she is stationed.

The general plan of traffic flow is such that all calls are originated or

restarted at the originating position. For this reason, the major equip-

ment items of this position include: the subscriber line array, which

represents by pegs all of the subscriber lines associated with the smtch-

iug system under throwdown evaluation; the trunks incoming to this

system; and certain of the system components associated with incoming

calls. The call shps, sorted in sequence as to originating times, are stored

at the originating position for use in originating calls.

Means are pro\'ided for presetting the times at which the next origi-

nated or restarted calls will enter the throwdown machine. When actual

time coincides with a time thus preset, the system stops and signals the

originating operator to serve the waiting item. The originating position

does not provide for actually entering an item into the machine, but

indicates the time of entry, stops the machine, and supplies the items

to be entered. For example, the operator, when signalled to originate a

dial tone call in accordance mth information furnished on the call slip,

selects, from the line array, a peg representing the subscriber line, asso-

ciates it with the call slip, and passes the two items to the gate for entry.

Since the means for determining the hxisy or idle condition of a sub-

scriber line are provided by the presence or absence of that hue's peg

in the array, the originating position also enters into the operation on

incoming and intraoffice calls.

The gate position, which sunulates the marker connectors of the No.

5 crossbar system, serves as the entry point for all calls. The originating

operator inserts call slips and pegs into the gate position from one side to

start the call. The marker operator removes them at the other side for

processing in the marker position. Relay circuits associated with the

gate position control the flow of traffic through the gate in accordance

mth actual No. 5 crossbar operation.

The marker position provides means for associating the call slips

with the indi\'idual simulated markers of the switching system. Since

these markers control processing of the calls, the principle records of

the calls' progress are obtamable through this association. The records

are kept as tune entries on the call slip and marked adjacent to action

lamps detei-mining these entries.

At the top of each marker unit in the marker position are cords which

provide access to the switching system components under control of

the marker. These components are line link frames, number groui)s,

sender .subgroups, and marker connectors. As the call progresses, the
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marker operator will connect and disconnect the marker ^\'ith these

components as directed by the action lamps pro\ided.

The principle purpose of the assignment position is to provide equip-

ment foi' test and choice of a trunk on each call. A tiiink jack array which

includes all trunks and registers of the switching system therefore ap-

pears on the face of this position. Since, in the actual No. 5 crossbar

system, testing and choosing of trunks are performed by the markers,

an extension of each marker also appears in the assignment position.

The assignment operator, when required, makes a visual test for idle

trunks to the proper destination. She then chooses and associates one

of these idle trunks mth. the acti\'e marker by means of a marker cord

which is plugged into the trunk jack.

In addition to this principal function of trunk choice, the assignment

position is equipped to determine the disposition of calls when the marker

has finished setting them up. Means for ascertaining conversation time,

dialing time and other types of holding times is provided.

The positions so far described have simulated only the two ends of a

connection, the subscriber line and the trunk or register. To complete

the connection a channel must be set up between these ends. In the

actual switching system the marker matches a hne Unk, a junctor, and a

trunk link to form the channel. The match position is provided to

sim.ulate this action. The match operator, through visual inspection

of a set of channel cards, tests and makes busy the channels for each

connection. Information as to the originating subscriber line reaches

her through the pass box in the form of the upper portion of the call

slip, Fig. 9. Information as to the trunk or register choice is passed ver-

bally by the assignment operator. Since this operation is a function of

the marker, marker extensions appear at the match position. These

extensions are proWded \vith action lamps to guide the match operator

and with keys to inform the simulated marker circuits of the results of

the match.

A pass window is cut between the marker position and the assign-

ment position for passage of the call slip and originating peg at the time

of marker release. Similarly, a pass box is provided for passing the

upper portion of the call slip {match ticket) from the match operator to

the assignment operator. The assignment operator is charged with the

disposition of these items.

THE TIME SYSTEM

The timing system of the throwdo^vn machine is based on a start-

stop system of time pulses. Pulses generated by the clock. Fig. 11, drive

indicators wliicli display time and also drive circuit elements which

. -V,.^..--
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count time units to cause events to occur in the proper sequence. When
these time counters reach a stage where some action is to be per-

formed by the operators, "stop-time" signals are produced. These sig-

nals lock in and cause the clock to halt. Simultaneously, action signals

are displayed to the operators. When each operator completes the in-

dicated action she depresses an appropriate key at her position which

extinguishes the action signals and removes the stop-time signal. When
the last operator has responded, aU stop-time signals are removed, the

time lock is opened and the clock again advances. Thus the clock, in

effect, takes time-out while the operators perform the various manual

searching and recording actions necessary to simulate and tabulate the

performance of the crossbar sj'^stem.

In the throwdown machine, each clock pulse represents one milhonth

of an hour or 3.6 milhseconds. This quantitization of time is based on two

considerations. The first is that it is convenient to represent a particular

time during an hour by a six-digit decimal number. The second is that

the time represented by one time xmit (3.6 milliseconds) is well imder

the a\'erage acting time of the relays and switches used in the system

being simulated. Thus the events taking place in the actual system can

be reproduced in sufficient detail. Some events of longer time duration

Fig. 11—Block diagram of the time ayatem.
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are timed in less detail. For this purpose the clock is also arranged to

deliver pulses at one tenth and at one hundredth of the basic pulse rate.

The clock, circuit wise, is a form of free running relay pulse genera-

tor. It consists of a series of relays in which the first, in a released con-

dition, causes the remainder of the series to operate in sequence. When
the last relay of the series operates, it causes the first relay to operate.

The remainder then release in sequence. When the last relay releases,

it causes the first relay to release. This cycle, if not interfered with, is

repeated continuously to produce pulses representing units of time.

Time, thus, can be stopped by the simple expedient of allowing the

stop time signals to hold or "lock" the first relay in the operated state.

Time is visually indicated in units and hundreds of units at the opera-

tors' positions by a group of telephone type message registers termed

the time counters. Certain of the registers indicate present machine time

for action recording purposes. Others are set at a specified number of

units ahead of present time to indicate future times at which held items

will be released or re-entered into the system

:

To drive these counters and to safeguard their integrity, the counters

are substituted for the last relay in the clock pulser relay series. The

operating windings of all units counters are connected in parallel. Con-

tacts, which make on each counter when the individual counter is ad-

vanced, are all connected in a series circuit to form the last relay con-

tact. Failure of any units indicator to advance mil, therefore, interrupt

the pulse generator cycle and stop time until the trouble is cleared.

The integrity of the hundred units time counters is guarded in the

same manner. On each hundred pulse when these counters are advanced,

their ^nnchngs and contacts also form a part of the pulser circuit.

The basic pulse repetition rate of the clock is approximately four

pulses per second, being determined by the acting time of the counters

and the various circuit elements which the clock pulses must drive.

Since each pulse represents 0.0036 seconds, the ratio of basic machine

time to real time is in the order of 70 to 1.

The clock pulses, Fig. 11, are counted by two types of time smtches.

One type, the control circuit time switch, is associated directly with

the component control circuits of the throwdown machine. These time

smtches are not continuously driven but are automatically connected to

the clock as required to time events in the progress of a call. The con-

trol circuit time smtches, as discussed in more detail later, are returned to

zero after each usage in preparation for timing the next event.

The second type of time switch, designated the master time counter.
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is continuously driven by the clock. This counter records simulated

present time throughout the entire running of a throwdoAvn test.

The master counter does not, in itself, generate stop time or action

signals. Its primary purpose is to furnish correct present time to the

time comparator circuit where such signals are generated. It also con-

trols a pulse di\'ider which furnishes pulses at one tenth and at one

hundredth the basic pulse rate.

Since failure of the master time counter to advance on each pulse

would introduce present time errors which are cumulative over the

throwdown run, the integrity of this circuit is rigidly guarded. Checking

circuits verify that each basic clock pulse advances the msister time

counter. The checking circuits, not sho\vn on Fig. 11, upon detecting a

failure to advance, produce a stop-tune signal and an alarm signal which

can be released only after the counter is brought to correct time. The

master time counter consists of pulse driven rotary switches arranged so

that each smtch represents one decimal digit of time. To count one

hour of simulated time, as proWded in the master time counter, six

switches are necessary. These smtches record 000000 to 999999 units

of 0.003G seconds.

Means are provided for presetting such items as subscriber originating

times, incoming call originating times, and hold release times by the

time detectors. When a time so set coincides with simulated time, the

clock is stopped by a stop-time signal and an action signal indicates that

a call is to lie originated or a held item released.

The time detectors consist of sets of ten-position manually controlled

switches with each switch representing a decimal time chgit. Since

simulated time is divided uito milhonths of an hour, these switches are

preset to the milUonth mterval, say 003162, in which an event is to

occur. Information from each smtch is transmitted to the time compara-

tor, Fig. 12. Also transmitted to the time comparator, from the master

time counter, is the simulated machine time, say at present, 003159.

When the master time counter advances to a time 003162 which coin-

cides with the detector time, the time comparator generates a .stop-

time signal to stop the clock. An action signal, associated with this

particular time counter in coincidence is also lighted. The operator, after

taking the appropriate action, resets the time counter to a future time

—

the time of the next waitmg item in the category—and depresses the

start time key. Checking circuits prevent advancement of the clock

should the time detector accidentally be set to a time value which has

already passed in the throwdown run, in the example, to a value less

than 003162.
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Three time detectors are provided in the throwdown machine. One
each is used for setting origmating times of subscriber starts and of

incoming calls. The third is used for releasing held items. Since the

holding times of these items are measured in hundreds of time units the

last two digits of the time interval are dropped, and only four switches

are required.

It has been mentioned that the ratio of basic machine (clock) time to

real time is in the order of 70 to 1. However, in operation, the flow of

time is halted frequently to pennit actions by the operators. The a\'erage

interval between stops in the traffic runs which have been processed is

less than 10 time units. Thus the machine time is only a small fraction

of the time consumed in processing a traffic sample. The ratio of total

processing time to real time has turned out in practice to be between

1000 and 2000 to 1 depending on the nature of the traffic sample being

tested.

GENERAL PLAN OF THE CONTROL CIRCUITS

The major part of the throwdown machine circuitry is associated

with the marker sequence and timing controls and the gate preferencing

arrangement. The circuit plan followed in these two cases w'ill be briefly

described in order to illustrate how the throwdowai functions were

implemented.

The gate circuits simulate the action of the marker connector circuits

of the No. 5 crossbar system which control the access of line link frames

and registers to the markers. These circuits assign traffic to idle markers

acc(jrding to the preference rules used in the actual system. The circuits

resemble corresponding circuits of the system. They employ two relays

l)er connector and one relay per marker and are arranged with cross-

connection terminals so that the preference order and numlier of con-

nectors can be varied as required.

Each call handled by a marker consists of a series of events occurring

in time .sequence with time intervale betw^een events corresponding to

the "work time" consumed by the marker in performing required func-

tions. The sequence of events is not fixed at the start of a particular

call but may be altered from stage to stage depending on the particular

busy and idle conditions encountered. A block diagram of the control

circuits used for simulating this action is shown in Fig. 12. They con-

sist of a numl>er of indivndua! circuits provided on the basis of one per

marker together with common circuits whose use is shared by all markers.

The fundamental plan is based on the use of two rotary stepping

-...-A
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switches. One of these, the sequence switch, determines the sequence in

which events take place, while the other, the timer switch, measures

work time between events. In the throwdown machine each possible

event which may occur in setting up a call is represented by a position

on the sequence switch. Circuits through the switch cause action signals

for the event represented by its position to be displayed to the operators.

All of the e\'euts for one type of call are arranged in order on the switch

terminals so that by omitting certain positions (events) all of the vari-

ations of this type of call can be represented. At the conclusion of an

event the smtch is directed to the position corresponding to the next

appropriate event according to the setting of "memory" relays located

in each marker unit. These relays operate at various stages of the call

in response to key signals from the operators indicating the conditions

they have encountered in attempting to respond to action signals. Thus,

significant events are recorded in order to control the future progress of

the call.

To provide for all types of calls it was found necessaiy to furnish three

sequence switches for each marker. These switches have 22 positions and

six arcs. Five arcs are used for displaying signals and for control while

the sixth arc is used in conjunction mth the timer switch to control the

time at which signals are displayed. A timer switch is individual to each

marker. It is a 22-position, six-are s%vitch arranged with auxiliary relays

to count a maximum of 105 clock pulses. Terminals of the timer switch

Fig. 12—Block diagram of marker progress circuits.
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are cross-connected to the time arc of the sequence switch to fix the work

time preceding the event represented by each sequence s^ntch position.

In the general operatuig scheme, the sequence snitch stands at a posi-

tion representing the next event to take place. The timer switch is started

from normal and counts clock pulses until it reaches the terminal cross-

connected to the position on which the sequence s^\itch stands. This

initiates signals which stop the clock and cause action signals to be dis-

played. When the operators respond, the sequence smtch advances to

the tenninal for the next event in the call, the time switch returns to

normal and the clock restarts. The time snitch then counts time units

leading to the next event. Since several markers may be in use at the same

time in different stages of their calls, two markers can reach an action

point during the same clock pulse. A lockout circuit insures that only

one marker at a time displays its action signal. At any time that a

marker stops the clock, the timer snitches of all other markers halt but

continue their count when the clock is restarted. Thus, relative time

relations are maintained while a true count of time consumed by an

operating system is obtained.

The circuit action can be illustrated by a discussion of the events in a

dial tone call. This call represents an attempt by a marker to establish

a connection from an originating subscriber line to a dial register. The
possible sequences of events are diagramed in Fig. 13. As indicated, this

class of call employs eight sequence smtch positions in addition to the

normal position.

The call starts when the gate circuit assigns an idle marker to a call

which has been originated at the proper time and placed in the gate. The
assigned marker is prepared to process this type of call by the operation

of an associated "class" key which selects and advances the sequence

switch which carries the events of a dial tone call. Advance of the snitch

is from normal to Position 1 to control, at the proper time, signals for

the first event, namely, seizure of a trunk link frame and selection of a

register. Tiie timer switch is set at zero and in a condition to step one

terminal at a time in response to clock pulses. Terminal 1 of the sequence

switch time arc is cross-connected to a terminal of the timer switch

representing the marker work time between the time the marker is first

seized and the time it attempts to seize a trunk link frame.

The operator in control of the marker now operates a start key and
the clock starts pulsing, each pulse causmg the marker timer smtch to

advance one step. When the specified work time has elapsed the timer

switch reaches the terminal connected to Position 1 of the sequence

switch. This passes a signal from the timer switch through the sequence

''^tt^' '«'
'-"*' i:
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switch causing the clock to stop and the signals associated Tiith Position 1

of the sequence smtch to be displayed. Signals at the assignment position

identify the particular marker and instruct the assignment operator to

obtain a trunk link frame and a register. Three conditions may occur:

(1) a trunk link frame frame and register may be idle and available, (2)

a register may be idle but the frame on which it appears is busy, be-

ing held by another marker, or (3) all registers may be busy.

In condition (1) the assigiunent operator obtains the frame and register

according to the operating procedures and operates an ok key at her

position. This extinguishes her signals and passes a signal to the marker

operator instructing her to record the present time in the space provided

for trunk seiziu-e on the call sUp. The proper space is indicated by one

of a row of lamps beside the caU slip. The marker operator then operates

the ST.VRT key for this marker causuig the marker timer to return to

normal and the sequence s\\itch to advance to Terminal 2. The clock

starts if no other marker is waiting to display signals.

In condition (2) the assignment operator observes that there will be

a delay in obtaining a trmik link frame. She inserts a connector cord for

this marker in a "delay" jack and operates a del.\y key. This extin-

guishes her signals and passes a signal to the marker operator to record

SEQUENCE
SWITCH
POSITION

O

I

EVENT

MARKER SEIZURE ^ >C

—;;-SEIZE TRUNK LINK FRAME
TEST REGISTERS

ALL REGISTERS BUSY

seize line link frame
make channel match

release line link frame
and trunk link frame

seize trunk link frame
test registers
(second trial)

SEIZE LINE LINK FRAME
MAKE CHANNEL MATCH

RELEASE AFTER
ALL REGISTERS BUSY

RELEASE AFTER
SECOND MISMATCH

X'

ALL REGISTERS BUSY

NORMAL RELEASE }- X X

Fig, 13—Possible sequences of a dial tone call.
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on the call slip that a delay has been encountered. The marker operator

then operates the start key for this marker. This returns the timer to

normal but since a delay condition has been established in the marker

circuit by the actions of the assignment operator it does not advance

the sequence sv^itch but allows it to remain in Position 1. The marker

in a delay condition does not permit its timer switch to step but removes

the halting signal from the clock to allow time to advance and other

markers to be served. All signals for this marker are extinguished during

this time. As time ad-\'ances some other marker will release a tnmk link

frame. This passes a signal through the delay jack to the delayed marker

causing it to display again the signals requesting a trunk link frame and

a register associated with sequence switch Position 1 , The operators

and circuits then proceed exactly as when these sigTials were first

displayed.

In condition (3), the assignment operator observes that all registers

are busy and operates her all busy key. This operates a memory relay

in the marker circuit recording that the all busy condition has been"

encountered and that the future progress of the call should follow the

sequence indicated in Fig. 13 by the side branch at Position 1. With all

j'egisters busy it is impossible for the marker to establish a connection.

As the side branch sho\A's, the alternative is to release and restore to

normal. (Later attempts to serve tliis subscriber \vill l)e made until an

idle register is obtained.) Thus, with the all busy condition recorded on

the memory relays, the circuit will cause the sequence switch to advance,

running o\'er positions representing intennediate actions and coming to

rest in Position 6 where it is pi'epared to display signals for the release

of the marker. The operation of the .\ll busy key also started the clock

and restored the timer switch to normal so that it could measure suit-

able work time before displaying release signals.

The call progresses through siiccessi\'e events in a manner similar to

that described above. After obtaining a trunk link frame and a register

as in condition (1), the sequence switch stands in Position 2 while the

timer switch counts work time preceding a request for a line link frame.

During this time other markers may request ser\'ice causing the clock

to halt, interrupting the advance of time in all circuits until the opera-

tors have completed the required actions. After this marker has counted

the specified time, a signal is passed through Position 2 of the sequence

switch causing a request for a line link frame to be displayed at the

marker position. A delay is handled as before, the marker waiting until

the busy frame is released by some other marker. When the frame is

obtained, a signal at the match position requests that operator to match

-I'. -*: t^tt^i- I,. - .
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a (channel before allowing time to advance. In case of a mismatch the

match operator depresses a mismatch key. This operates a memryo
relay which will cause the marker to follow' the alternate sequence in-

dicated by the side branch at Position 2 in Fig. 13. As a safety pre-

caution, the MISMATCH key is made effective only at the time a request

for a match is made so that accidental operation at other times will not

disturb the circuit action. With a mismatch recorded, the sequence

switch advances to Position 3 and at the proper time displays signals

to release the line link frame, trunk link frame and register. Thus the

call advances ivith the possible alternates of all registers busy at Posi-

tion 4 or a second mismatch at Position 5. The call proceeds to one of

its possible conclusions where frames are released and the marker be-

comes idle.

The dial tone call which has been described is the least complex call

liandled by the machine. The intraoffice call which was diagramed in

Fig. -1 is the most complex. It requires 22 sequence switch positions to

represent events and may have 92 possible sequences depending on

conditions encountered. To take care of variatioiis in sequence in all

calls a total of nine memory relays is pro\'ided in each marker.

The circuit equipment consists, largely, of telephone type electro-

magnetic relays and rotary stepping switches. Approximately 800 I'elays

are used. The total number of switches is 57. Of these 47 are of the 22-

position, 6-circuit type while the remainder are of the 44-position, 3-cir-

cuit type. This equipment is mounted in the two cabinets sho^\ii in

Fig. 14 and in additional units located \Wthin the operating positions.

Time indications are given by four-digit message registers, approximately

40 being used. The random circuit consists of a gas tube counting rhig

with several control relays. Output indications are given by muiiature

neon lamps. Signals are given to the operators by telephone switchboard

lamps, 822 being used. Manual equipment used by the operators in sig-

naling to the circuits consists of keys, switches and telephone plugs and

jacks. The machine contains 187 keys and switches, 60 cords equipped

with plugs and 509 jacks.

PREPARATION FOR A THROWDOWN RUN

There are two phases in the preparation for a throwdown run. One of

these is the tentative engineering of an office of the size to be tested.

The other is the preparation of data to represent traffic handled by this

office. The first of these follows rather closely the general procedure

that would be used in planning the installation of a new switching office.
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The chief difference is that preUminary decisions conceniing the size

and general characteristics of the office to be tested mil be made. For

example it may be decided to test an office in the twenty line link frame

size range ser\^ing mixed business and reaidential subscribers with a

high percentage of calls completed within the office. Based on general

knowledge of subscriber beha\-ior, the number of subscribers necessary

to present a suitable traffic load to this number of liuk frames \vill be

detei-miued. ^'alues for a^'erage holding time and calling rate associated

with these subscribers must also be developed. These may, in part, be

determined from estimates or specific knowledge of the traffic capacity

of the line link frames, taking care that the figures are typical of such a

group of subscribers as determined by field observations. Since we are

usually coiTcerned with determuiing the maximum safe capacity of the

system, full load or overload conditions will be assiuned and the usual

margins for future growth considered in engineermg an actual office

will be omitted. Decisions will also be made as to the number of other

offices to which this office has trunks and the percentages of the total

traffic originated and terminated in each of these offices.

HaWng made these preliminary assumptions concerning the nature

and environment of the office to be tested, the office is then engineered

according to the best available infoi-mation. The numbers of registers

and markers are determined and arranged in connector groups accord-

ing to standard procedures. The sizes of the trunk groups to various

connecting offices are determined and the placement of trunks on the

trunk link frames chosen according to the usual practice. All similar

factors concerning quantities and arrangement of equipment are deter-

mined. The thi-owdown machine is then set up to simulate this office.

This mil involve cro.ssconnections in the gate circuits and arrangement

and designation of the faciUties provided for keepmg the busy-idle records

of such items as hues, trunks, registers and Unks.

The second phase in the preparation is to produce data representing

calls presented to the system during the time interval to be studied.

This is accomplished by choosing a random number for each call. This

number must contain a sufficient number of tUgits to specify all the

pertinent data necessary to describe the call. These digits are assigned

to represent certain factors. For example, the first six digits represent

the time of origination. The next two digits specify the type of call.

This is done on a percentage basis. For example, if 40 per cent of the

traffic is to be locally completed, the numbers 00 through 39 in these

places would indicate an intraoffice call, if 25 per cent is to be outgoing to

other offices the numbers 40 through 64 would indicate this type of
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call, and so on for the remaining types of calls. If diWsions of less than

one per cent are to be made, three or more digits could be used for this

purpose.

The meanings of certain of the remaining digits m\\ depend upon

the type of call. If the call is originated \\'ithin the office, the next five

digits will give the identity of the calling line in tenns of its frame

location. If the call is incoming from another office certain of these five

digits will be used to specify the oflBce of origination and the trunk num-
ber. This again is on a percentage basis depending on the fraction of

total incoming traffic expected from each office. Five other digits give

the identity of the called line if the call is completed within the office;

if outgoing they specify the terminating office. Other digits give the

percentage of calls which will result in partial diahng by the calling

subscriber. Since, as will be discussed later, there is a possibility that

these will be re-originated later as good calls, all of the information for a

good call is also determined for these calls. Additional random numbers

determine various other aspects of the call such as the identity of the

number group which will he used. As a suggestion to those who would

undertake a throwdo^ii study, it is ad\dsable to include a niunber of

surplus "utility" digits in the original random number. It in^^ariably

happens that some factor is overlooked in the initial planning or arises

during the course of a test and these digits can be used in making (.le-

cisions in these cases.

It should be noted that the random circuit is used for making certain

random decisions iji the course of a call at the time that a need for these

decisions arises. For example, the holding time of an estabUshed con-

nection and the probability of the called subscriber not answering is

determined by this circuit. This circuit could have been eliminated by

including digits in the original number for every possible situation of

this type which might be encoimtered. This would cause much useless

work in preparing the data since all situations are not encountered on

every call.

A quantity of random numbers must be dra\Mi to provide the desired

load on the office. Tliis is not a simple process of determining the number
of calls expected during a given period and drawing this niunber of

random niunbers. One factor is that in generating data by the above

procedures it will be found that certain numbers will represent calls

originated by lines which are busy at the indicated time on a connection

established previously. The number of such cases can be estimated from

the expected number of busy lines in the office and a corresponding

mmiber of additional numbers drawn. When this situation is encountered
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in the course of the rim the call is discarded. The other important factor

is a "feedback" effect due to the calls meeting a situation which prevents

successful completion and the probability that these calls are originated

later.

A simple example is where the called line is found busy. As previously

mentioned, there is then a possibility that subsequent attempts will

be made at a later time. All attempts make use of circuits and control

equipment and should be considered in determining the load capacity

of the office. Other situations which produce this effect are illustrated

in Fig. 15. Lines entering the figure at the left represent classes of

calls which enter the system. A certaui iiimilier of calls will be partial

dials, no dials and false starts regardless of the performance of the system

at the time the call is originated. The partial dials represent cases where

the subscriber makes an error in dialing or does not wait for dial tone

and dials a digit before he is connected to a register. These may be aban-

doned before the register obtams a marker or may "time out" in the

register and be connected to an overflow tone trunk. In either case the

subscriber may rc-originate the call later. The probability of re-origina-

tion has been estimated from field data and the dotted lines in the figure

represent these reoriginated calls.

In the throwdomi machine the random circuit is used to determine

which calls will re-originate and the -elapsed time before the second at-

SOOO CALL
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Fig. 15—Composition of the load on a crossbar office.
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tempt. No dial starts represent such situations as a change of mind by

the subscriber Jifter lifting the receiver or accidentally removing the

receiver and are not conwidered to l)e correlated with later tiials. The

same is true of false starts which are momentary start signals often

hard to exphun. A certain number of partial dial and no dial calls are

the result of dial tone delays which may occur during heavy load con-

ditions. These branch from the "good call" line in the figure and are due

to the subscriber not waiting for dial tone and dialing part of the digits

or even the entire number before being connected to a register. The

probability of this occurrence will depend on the extent of dial tone

delay. After dial tone delay on each call is known, successive uses of the

random circuit determine whether the call is partial or no dial type and

if the call is to be re-orginated at a later time. Rough estimates of the

quantity of this type of traffic could have been made and included in the

original traffic data. However, since they depend on the perfonnance

of the system there is a tendency toward a "snowballing" effect and it

was thought best to handle it as described in order to detect this effect.

It can be seen that the exact load on a system is difficult to estimate

on the basis of initial starts. The procedure then is to make the best

possible estimate of initial starts ne(;essary to produce a given load,

taking into consideration all important known factors and, at the con-

uhi.sion of a run, make a count to determine the exact number of calls of

various types handled.

When the data for the various calls have been detennined from the

random numbers, the pertinent infoi'mation must he transcribed on the

call slips. For mo.st calls originated in the office this wiU requre two call

shps. One of these is for the dial tone stage of the call and is used in

establisliing a connection to a register. The other represents the later

stage of the call where the register connects to a marker after diahng is

completed and an attempt is made to establish an intraoffice or outgoing

connection. The initial time of origination and the calling line number

will be recorded on the dial tone slip. Tlie slip for the second stage of the

call will carry the calling line nmnber and the called lino or outgoing

trunk number, but will not carry a time of origination. Tliis is a function

of diahng time and is determined at the conclusion of the dial tone

stage by the random circuit. It is recorded on the second call slip at

that time. The two slips are associated Ijy recording the serial number of

the associated slip on the dial tone slip. Incoming call slips carry the

origination time, the calling trunk, and the called hue numbers. Call

slips for partial dial and no dial initial starts carry information similar

to that on the dial tone slips.
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In preparation for a run all slips bearing initial time entries are stacked

in order of their times of origination. Slips for the second stage of a call

are kept in a separate stack. At the conclusion of a dial tone action when

the time of origination of the second stage is detei-mined, the associated

call shp is located, the time is entered on this slip and it is inserted in

proper ordei in the stack of originating calls. In the case of re-originated

calls, the information from the old call slips is recopied on a new shp

with the new time of origination and these slips are placed with waiting

calls in the proper time order.

Detailed Description of Equipment and Functions of

THE Operating Positions

THE originating POSITION

The originating position, in relationship to the rest of the throwdo\vn

machine, appears to the extreme right of Figs. I and 10. Detailed views

of the two wings of the position are shown on Figs. 16 and 17. The prin-

cipal featm-es of this position are arrays of jacks and wooden pegs rep-

resenting subscriber hnes and incoming trunks, together with associated

time counters and detectors. The chief function of the originating opera-

tor is to enter all calls into the system at appropriate times. This re-

quires that the stacks of call shps, \dsible in Figs. 16 and 17, be held at

this position. These call slips are arranged in order of their originating

times, with latest time on top, and carry the originating hne identifica-

tion number so that line peg and call shp can be associated when the

call is to start.

The line array, split into two wings, contains jacks and pegs for all

subscriber hnes in the office. The jacks which are simply holes with no

electrical function, are arranged in a coordinate grid to assist in quick

location. Twenty frames are provided, each holding 500 lines for a total

of 10,000 lines.

The array is divided into 20 horizontal sections, running across the

two wings, each representing a hne link frame. Each frame is divided

vertically into 10 subgroups of 50 lines, each representing a horizontal

group. S-ince the directory number assigned to a subscriber line in a

crossbar office is purely arbitrary and has no physical significance, it is

not used in the present case for hne identification. Rather, an equipment

number, wliich represents the location of the line on a line hnk frame,

is used. This is a five digit number, stamped on the peg, and made up
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as follows

:

Fig. 16—Originating position—left side.

HG—LT.F—

L

where HG—horizontal group No. 0-9

LLF~line link frame No. 00-19

L—line No. 00-49

The right upper five lines in each horizontal group of a frame (lines

45-49) are reserved for PBX use. A PBX can be assigned to line jacks

occupying the same relative location in a vertical row (20 hue link frames-

same horizontal group). The pegs in a PBX group are marked with a
distinctive color to faciUtate hunting.
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RANDOM
PREFERENCE

CIRCUIT
MONITOR

LINE
PREFERENCE
KEVS AND
LAMPS

CONTROL
KEYS

Fig, 17—Originating position—right side.

Liiie pegs arc iemo\-ed from the array ^\liile they are occupied on a

call. The jack thus remams empty during the busy interval. The origi-

nating operator utilizes a line peg and a call slip in originating each dial

tone call.

The incoming trunk and register arrays are located on the left column

at this position as shown on Fig. 16. The incoming trunk array consists

of pegs and jacks arranged in accordance with the trunk groups. The

primary horizontal groupmg is assigned a route number which is used

only for identification purposes. The horizontal rows within a route rep-

resent the munber of the trunk link frame switch on which the trunk is

located. Vertical row.'s represent trunk link frames. Pro^dsion is made

for a maximum of 400 incoming trunks. Trunk identification is a four-
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digit number made up as follows:

R—TLF—SW
where R—route No. 10, 11, 12, 13

TLF—trunk link f]-ame No. 0-9

SW—switch No. 0-9

Jacks representing these same incoming trunks also appear at the
assignment position.

The incoming registers consist of short sleeves which can fit over the
trunk peg. \Vlien a call is originated by a particular trunk as indicated

by the time on a waiting incomiaig call slip, the trmik is associated with
the correct type of incoming register by sHpping the sleeve correspond-
ing to the latter over the trunk peg. The peg and sleeve then accom-
pany the call shp into the system. Appropriate times for each action are
entered on the call slip.

The incoming register sleeves are held on arrays adjacent to the trunks.
They are identified by a three-digit ninnber:

CONN—REG
where CONN—marker connector No. or 1

REG—register No. 00-19

Waiting holes are provided at the register array for holding trunks if

al) registers are busy.

MARKER CONNECTOR OR GATE

This is a bridging position between the originating position and marker
position. Through it must pass all call slips and pegs rcfiuiring marker
serWce. The originating operator places call slips and pegs in the gate
from one side and the marker operator remo\'es then at the other.

The gate, shown on Fig. 18, provides jacks for pegs and slots for

call slips arranged in blocks corresponding to the individual marker
connectors for fine link frames, originating registers and incoming re-

gisters. It is divided into two sections, a storage section in which calls

wait for an idle connector, and an active section in which calls wait for

an idle marker and removal by the marker operator. An associated

relay circuit controls the flow of traffic through the gate, simulatmg
actual No. 5 operation, and indicates by lamp the appropriate action.

When a call shp is ready to enter the gate, the originating operator

obtains the corresponding line or register peg and places the peg and
slip in a jack and slot, respectively, in the correct connector block of the
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storage section of the gate. The connector block number is ascertained

from the peg identification or from the call slip. If the connector is free

a CONN READY (r) lamp lights to indicate that the peg and slip should be

advanced to the connector block in the active section of the gate. If the

connector is not ready, the lamp mil light at some subsequent time

and the connector delay time will be noted on the call slip. If several

calls pile up in a particular storage connector block, means are provided

for maintaining correct preference for entry into the active section in

the case of registers. With line originations, a random line preference

circuit under key control at the right side of the originating position

key shelf picks, on a random basis, the next entry into the active section

of the gate (except, in the case of preferred lines whose pegs will have a

tlistinctivc marking) and which have precedence over ordinary lines. Keys

for a choice of one out of two, three, four or five are provided. With

COMING TRUNK AND REGISTER
WAITING FOR MARKER

-ORIGINATING REGISTER
WAITING FOR MARKER

LINE LINK FRAME MARKER CONNECTORS

ORIGINATING REGISTER MARKER C0NNECT0R3-|

INCOMING REGISTER MARKER CONNECTORS—

i

MARKER
PREFERENCE

KEY

INCOMING TRUNKS
AND REGISTERS

WAITING FOR CONNECTOR
STORAGE SECTION

SUBSCRIBER L
WAITING FOR CONt

ACTIVE SECTION

Fig_ 18—The gate for control of marker counector preference.
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register originations, the operator controls the preference with the assis-

tance of a lamp signal per connector and a written register preference

record.

Once in the active section of the gate, a call awaits an idle marker.

When correct preference conditions are met, a conn closed (c) lamp
hghts, together \Wth an attention lamp, to indicate to the marker opera-

tor which is the next call to l)e served. The marker operator depresses

the MKR PREF key in the connector block to lock in a signal at the marker
position indicating the marker to be used on thi.s call. The operator

then removes the call slip and peg from the gate and inserts them in the

correct unit of the marker position. The match ticket portion of the

call slip is torn off and passed to the match operator. On originating

register controlled calls, the register match ticket \vi\\ have been at-

tached to the call slip and this also is passed to the match operator.

MARKER
CONNECTOR ARRAY

SENDER GROUP
CONNECTOR

SENDER HOLD
JACKS SENDER PEGS

MARKER UNIT

Fig. 19—Marker position.
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The circuit associated with the gate assigns all calls and markers ac-

cording to No. 5 preference arrangements and pro\'ides the correct

gating action. This preference is set up on cross-connection field located

within the position and may be changed to correspond to any desired

system arrangement.

MARKER POSITION

A photograph of the marker position is shown on Fig. 19. The indi\'id-

ual marker units, of which ten are provided, are disposed on the sloping

work panel. On the array panel are jack arrays representing the line

link frames, the niunber groups, outgoing sender subgroups and senders,

and the marker connectors. Comiections to these jacks are made by

means of plugs and cords located at the top of each marker unit.

The call slip for dial tone class of call is shown inserted in a marker

unit on Fig. 20. At the top of the slip, in the type and ohig lixe boxes

and opposite t orig and t conn, are typical entries as made by the

originating operator. The marker operator has also made three time

entries.

The hea^y dot at the top edge of the call slip indicates which of the

six class keys to turn. The class keys condition the marker circuit to

handle each type of call correctly. The hole at the top of the slip lines

up with a jack and is used to store temporarily the fine peg (register or

incoming tiinik peg in the case of other types of call) as received from

the gate; it also serves to locate and hold the call slip in the correct

position.

On the lower portion of the sUp are spaces corresponding to all marker

actions requiring association with other frames or circuits. These spaces

line up with lamps on the marker unit which signal when and what

action should be taken and indicate whether or not the time should be

entered on the call shp. If a delay is encountered at anj point, a check is

put in the associated delay block to assist in subsequent computations

involving the call slip. The left hand row of lamps lights to indicate

when a direct action should be taken and a time written down. For

example, when the third lamp from the left hand top lights (opposite

LLF cord) the operator places the line link frame cord at the top of the

unit in the correct jack in the llf (connector array, and writes down
current time in the space opposite the lamp. If the llf jack is occiipied

by another marker, the operator plugs the llf cord in a preference delay

jack associated with the line link frame jack and places a check mark
in the delay block.
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As discUHsed pie\'ioLisly, certain marker functions are located at the

assignment, originating and match positions. The choice of trunk hnk

frames and tnmks, for example, is made at the assignment position,

Tlierefore certain lamps at the marker position light only to signal the

writing down of a time. This is true of the second lamp from top left

which indicates register seizure. The lamps in the right-hand row are

also used in conjunction T\'ith actions at other positions. They light only

to indicate that a delay should be checked in the corresponding box.

At the time of marker release, both left and right lamps hght opposite

one of the release categories. The specific type of release determines

partially the further disposition of the call.

The START key at the bottom of each marker iniit is pressed after

completing each action called for by the sequence lamps. Operation of

this key puts out the lamp and permits the circuit to advance.

ASSIGNMENT POSITION

The assignment position, shown on Fig. 21, includes the trunk array,

the register false start holding array, the traffic assignment equipment,

the holcUng time book and counters, and indiWduals units representing

extensions of the markers. The chief function of the assignment operator

is to test and choose trmiks on each call, to determine the disposition

of certain calls which encounter excessive dial tone or busy conditions,

and to ascertain holding times of originating registers and trmiks.

The trunk array consists of jacks (holes) representing all the trunks,

and jacks and pegs representing the registers. Line pegs are held in the

jacks during conversation time to mark the tmnks busy. The array is

di\'ided into vertical sections representing trimk link frames. The trunk

groups are disposed in horizontal rows so that trunk jacks of each group

or route occupy the same relative position in each frame section. Thus

a trunk-hunting action consists of picking a horizontal level in the ari-ay

and searching along the level to the first idle trunk as incUcated by an

empty jack. The array provides more jacks than the total number of

trunks so that most small trunk groups can be set up on individual

horizontal levels.

The trunk identification is a three or fom- digit number composed as

follows

:

R—TLF—SW
\A-here R is route number 0-99

TLF is trunk link frame 0-9

SW is switch number 0-9
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The route number in some cases is required only for location purposes

since many trunk groups are identified by name. It is assigned to a

common group of trmiks, maximum 100, or 10 per frame. However, in

the case of outgoing trunks, the route number is required to identify

the specific trunk group desired. The route number for originating reg-

isters is the same as the marker connector number for each register and

is unusual in that any route number from 0-9 represents the same reg-

ister group.

The register jacks occupy the lower trunk level on the array and are

supplied with pegs which are used to originate the second half of out-

going and intraoffice calls. During dialing time, the associated line peg

occupies the register jack to mark it busy. The next higher level on the

array is the group of incoming trunks. These are furnished on a two-

jack per trunk basis and are, in effect, multiples of the incoming trunk

array at the originating position. The tw^o jacks are required to hold

the terminating line peg and the incoming trunk peg. The route number

for these trunks is significant only for the function of location since it is

not necessary for throwdown pui'poses to segregate incoming trunks into

groups as it is with outgoing trunks.

The intraoffice trunks are divided into an A- and a B-group since

more than 20 trunks per frame are required. The No. 5 marker can only

test up to 20 trunks per frame at one time. The machine automatically

allots calls between the two groups. Two jacks per trunk are required

for originating and terminating Hue pegs. Unhke the incoming trunk

jacks each jack of an intraoffice pair corresponds to a different switch

location, although only one switch number is used for identification

purposes.

The outgoing trunk groups are disposed above the intraoffice trunks.

For the most part, these trimks will be in small groups, each with its

own route ninnber. When a call is set up to an outgoing trunk, it is

necessary for the marker operator to inform the assignment operator of

the correct route number. Several of these trunk groups can occupy the

same horizontal level to conserve space. Only one jack per trunk is

required to hold the originating hue peg.

Tone trmiks (busy, overflow, partial cfial, no dial trunks) are at the

top of the array. Only one jack per trunk is required.

Within the trunk hnk frame, the preference order in which a No. 5

marker tests trunks and the manner in which the order shifts from call

to call is rather complex. In order to reduce the load on the assignment

operator in trunk hunting, the actual trunk preference is approximated

by reversing the direction of hunting within a frame group from call
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to call on a substantially random basis. Thus, when the operator deter-

mines the trunk frame within which she will hunt, she observes the

LEFT and RIGHT lamps below the array for the indication as to whether

to hunt from left to right or \ice versa.

TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT

One of the important functions of the assignment operator is to deter-

mine the assignment of all calls at the time of marker release. For this

purpose she is furnished with traffic assignment keys and indicators

which appear to the right of her position. An adequate understanding

of tliis feature requii-es a somwhat detailed explanation.

With the aid of the traffic assignment controls and indicators, shown

to the right of Fig. 21, the assigmnent operator performs the following

specific functions:

On Dial Tone Calls: The operator determines whether a call reaching

a register should be classified as a good call (successful subscriber dial-

hig), a PD call (partial dial—incomplete subscriber dialing) or an nd

call (no dial—no subscriber dialing while comiected to a register). A
proportion of call slips are originally marked as pd or nd (and also rs

or false start) and on these this determination need not be made. If the

call is of the pd or nd type, the operator determines whether it should be

subtypes PDl, PD2, PD3 or NDl, ND2, ND3. The subtype affects

the assumed time until the subscriber abandons the call. If the call is

classified as good type, the operator detennines which of several dialing

times should be used. If the call is classified as pd, nd or fs type, the

operator determines when the call is abandoned and whether or not it

is routed to a tone trunk.

On Calls Completed to a ySubscribcr: On calls completed via intraoffice,

outgoing or incoming trunks, the operator determines whether the

call is answered and which of ten holding times should be assigned for

subscriber line and trunk,

On Calls Routed to a Tone Trunk: On calls which are routed to tone

trunks or given a tone signal from the register, the operator determines

the trunk or register holding time and whether and when the call is

re-originated.

In making these determinations, the operator presses keys which

cause a lamp to light either beneath a time counter or beside a designa-

tion strip. The time counter, set ahead of present time, indicates trunk

release time, register return time, etc., while the designation strip class-

ifies the calls. The detei-mining factors include the magnitude of dial
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tone delay, probability, and whether or not all registers are busy. Where

dial tone delay is concerned, it is determined by comparing the origina-

ting time of a dial tone call slip with three dial tone delay time counters.

These counters give present time minus 1, 2 and 9 seconds respectively

so that matching the time of origination against them indicates whether

the delay was < 1 sec, 1-2 sec, 2-9 sec or > 9 sec.

The probability factor is obtained from a circuit which is capable of

lighting one lamp out of ten, one out of three, etc. on a random basis

when a key is depressed. By means of the circuit, calls can be assigned

to various categories in correct proportion in accordance with the best

available traffic information. Wliether or not all registers are busy is

indicated by the all register busy cu-cuit controlled by the assignment

operator.

If the assignment for a trunk or a register is that it be held for a period

of time and then released, the assignment operator makes use of the

holding time book as described later. If the assignment is for a register

to return with a bid for a marker, or a new call to return into the system

(after encountering busy, for example), the time is noted on the call

slip and the latter is passed to the originating operator for subsequent

action. For new call return time, a letter designation associated with

the signal lamp is also entered on the call slip. The letter is carried for-

ward on the new call slip. If subsequent attempts of this same line meet

busy or overflow, the letter designation is used to identify the same

category of return time instead of using the random circuit.

When a trunk call is set up, the trunlc and one or two lines must be

kept out of ser\dce for one of several fixed holding times. There are ten

different assigned holding times mth an equal likelihood of an established

call falling into any one of them as determined by the traffic assign-

ment circuit. False start, tone trunk and don't answer connections

pro\dde four additional holding times.

The holding time counters provided at the assignment position in-

dicate present time plus a fixed holding time. Thus each counter gives

the time at which a connection, set up at present time and assigned to

that particular holding time, will release its elements back into ser\ice.

Holding time starts for a given call at the time the release lamp

lights at the assignment position marker unit associated with that call.

At such a time, the assignment operator obtains the one or two line pegs

of the call and plugs them in the trunk jack or jacks (identified by the

frame connector cord), noting at the same time the trunk number. The

operator then depresses a key which causes the traffic assignment circuit

to light a lamp under one of the holding time counters, thereby assign-
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ing a release time. The trunk number and release time are recorded.

At the end of the holding time, the operator removes the line peg or pegs

from the trunk jacks and the pegs are returned to their home jacks.

Presence of the Une pegs in the trunk jacks during holding time marks

the trunk busy.

The busy trunk niunbers are recorded in a holding time book according

to release times. Time units in the system represent milUonths of an

hour {0.0036 second). Each page of the holding time book covers 10,000

units of time and is divided into one himdred 100-unit blocks. An illus-

tration of one page of the book is sho\vn on Fig. 22.

Since the tune unit is one milhonth of an houi", each time unit in a

one hour series can be represented by a sLx-digit number. Of these six

digits, as far as the long holding times are concerned, the last two are

unimportant since 100 units is only 0.36 second. If they are dropped,

the fii'st two digits of a four digit holding time release figure give the

10,000 time unit group or page number of the holding time book and the

second two digits give the 100-block on the page. Trunk numbers are

entered in the book on this basis with the page and block niunber ob-

tained from the assigned holding time comiter.

By this means the release times of all items appear in .consecutive

order in the holding time book. Holding time entries are always made
several 100-blocks beyond the next release time, which eliminates con-

Fig. 22—Holdiii
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fusion. Following the simple numerical order of release times, the opera-

tor sets up the next release time on the holding time detector, similar to

the time detectors at the originating position, which stops the system and

signals when that time arrives. The operator returns the held items listed

in that 100-block to normal, crosses out the block and sets up the next

following time on the detector.

False start and register overflow release time entries are made in the

same holding time book. A jack array is provided to hold the register

peg until release time under these conditions.

Since the longest holding time is six minutes (100,000 units), the opera-

tor is never concerned with more than 11 pages at one times. With each

page clearly labeled by a niunbered margin tab, search time to make an

entry is reduced to a minimum.

MATCH POSITION

The match operator performs the function of testing and making

busy the switcliing channels thi-ough which each connection is set up.

Her position includes ten marker units, each consisting of a group of

lamps, and ^ set of files which hold the channel cards by means of which

the channel records are kept. The position is shown on Fig. 23.

The No. 5 marker picks out a channel between a subscriber on a line

link frame and a trnnk on a trunk link frame by matching a line link,

a junctor and a trimk link which are capable of being switched together

to connect the two end points. A schematic of the system is shown on

Fig. 24.

Each horizontal group of subscribers has direct access to a set of

ten line links which connect to the ten junctor switches of the frame.

Each link of the set can be given a number from to 9 corresponding

to the junctor switch on which it terminates.

Verticals on each junctor switch comiect to junctors which are dis-

tributed over all the trmik link frames in the office. In a ten trunk'

link frame office, the ten verticals of each line link frame switch are

distributed to all ten trnnk hnk frames. This provides a set of ten

junctors from each line hnk frame to each trunk hnk frame. If there are

less than ten trnnk link frames in the office, additional sets of junctors,

perhaps comprising less than ten junctors per .set, are provided between

frames. The junctors connect between like-numbered switches and within

a set bear the same number (0 to 9) as the switch.

The trmik links are similar to the line links except that twenty hnks

connect from each trunk switch to the ten junctor switches. The twenty
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links are subdivided into left and right sets of ten which connect to the

left and right halves of the junctor switches respectively. Within each

set, the links are niunbered in accordance mth the junctor switches on

which they tei-rainate. The junctor switches are split horizontally as

shown on Fig. 24 to pro\'ide for twenty junctor connections per switch

(one from each of twenty line link frames). Thus a set of junctors ter-

minating on the left halves of a junctor switch must be matched with a

left set of hnks.

It can be seen on Fig. 24 that when the three sets of links and junctors

capable of connecting a trmik and a subscriber are matched, the two

No. Unks and the No. junctor go together, the two No. 1 links and

the No. 1 junctor go together, and so forth. The marker performs the

TRUNK LINK
F!LE

JUNCTOR GROUPING
SWITCHES

Fig. 23—Match position.
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matching function by gaining access to a set of line links, a set of trunk
links and a set of junctors on the basis of its knowledge of line and trimk
location. It tests for three idle elements of like number within these sets

and picks the lowest numbered idle channel available for making the

connection. If it is impossible to match thi-ee idle elements and there is

more than one set of junctors between frames, the marker will change the

junctors and make a second attempt at matching. This marker function

is performed by a six-stage allotting circuit which advances one step

for every match operation. Depending upon the number of jimctor

subgroups, the allotter is arranged to rotate the first choice subgroup
on each subsequent match operation and provide an alternate sub-

group if the first match attempt fails. This system tends to equalize the

use of junctors.

For use by the match operator, a channel card for each set of ten Unks
or junctors is provided. Each card, as shown on Fig. 25, has ten pockets,

one per link or junctor element, in w'hich can be inserted a busy tab.

When the three cards required for a particular connection are identified,

they can be stacked as shown on Fig. 26 (note the difference in card

size) and the idle channels are immediately obvious. In this case, channel

5 is the lowest available one and would be assigned to the call.

The identity of each card corresponding to a set of links or junctors

Fig. 26—Channel matching procedure.
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is detei'miiied by switch and frame numbers. There are ten set.s of line

links per line link frame and a maximum of twenty frames. The identi-

fication of each set is a three digit nimiber made up as foUows:

SW—LLF

where SW—switch number (0-9)

LT.F—frame number (00-19)

This provides for a total of 200 line hnk sets or cards.

The numlier of the line link set is incorporated in the line identification

niunber so that from the latter can be determined immediately the

particular line links a^'ailable to the line. Xote on Fig. 24 that line 803-24

must use the IJ.803 set of hnks (card shown on Figs. 25 and 26) for any

connection.

Thei'e are twenty sets of trunk links per tiimk link frame (ten left

and ten right sets) and a maximum of ten frames. The identification is

a two digit number plus a left or right mdication. The number is com-

posed as follows:

TLF—SW

where TLF—frame number (0-9)

SW—switch number (0-9)

and the left or right indication is, for convenience, one of two colors.

This provides for a total of 200 trunk link sets or cards, 100 of each color.

The link identification is included in each trunk number. Thus, on Fig,

24, trunks 21-49 must use trunk link set TL 49, either left or right.

The number and disposition of junctors are detoi'mined by the layout

of lino link and Irunk link frames. In a 20 line hnk-10 trunk hnk frame

office, there is one set of junctors between each pair of frames. For

fewer frames thci'o are more sets between frames to a maximum of five

for a four-line link, two-trunk link frame office. The junctor sets or

cards are identified by the two frame numbers involved, as

LLF—TLF

where LLF—Line Link Frame No. (00-19)

TLF—Trunk Link Frame No. (0-9)

If more than one set of junctors interconnect two frames, letters A to

E are added to the base luimber. For a particular line and trunk, the

junctor number is derived from a combination of the line and trunk

numbers. For example, the e-ssential parts of line number 803-24 and

. -. Tf - -
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trunk number 21-49 combine to give a number

80349

where the underlined digits represent the set of junctors (see Fig. 24).

In the general case, the junctors of a set may terminate on either the

left or right half of a trunk hnk frame junctor switch. When the channel

cards are made out preparatory to a thi'owdown study, the junctor

nimilaers are assigned to cards of one of two colors (same as trunk link

cards) depending upon whether it is left or right connection. Thus, in

picking the thiee chamiel cards for a match, the choice of trunk link

card depends upon, and must be the same as, the color of the junctor

card.

Normally the channel cards are kept in filing sections at the match

position as shown on Fig. 23. Before the matching operation is physically

performed, the operator has available on a match ticket the line-trunk

composite nrnnber. In the example shown on Fig. 26 this number is

80349

The digits 803 identify the line hnk card; the digits 034, the junctor

card; and the digits 49, together with the junctor card color, identify the

trunk link card. The operator removes the cards from the file, stacks

them, and places them in a slot associated with the particular marker

until the match signal is received. At that time, the operator picks the

lowest numbered free channel in the stack, marks it busy and enters

the channel nmnber on the match ticket for record.

Each channel must be released at the same time that the hne and trunk

with which it is associated are removed from holding. Since release times

for lines and trunks are entered on the assignment position holding

time detector, this latter detector is used to signal release times to the

match operator. The match operator maintains all her established match

tickets in release time sequence with, the earliest time on top of the

pile. The lighting of a signal lamp indicates that the channel identified

by the top ticket should be restored to normal.

A channel release condition which the match operator must recognize

without a special signal occius at the marker release time on intraoflicc,

outgoing, partial dial and no dial calls. At this time the register channel

associated with the call must be cUsmissed. The operator will have

received from the marker operator the register channel ticket involved

and must restore the channel to nonnal before answering any new

signal.
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MASTER CONTROL PANEL

A master control panel for the throwdown machine is suppUed on the

relay cabinet shown on Fig. 14. This panel provides: means for turning

the system on and ofT at the beginning and end of each day's operations;

a centralized alarm indicating system; a bank of marker action lamps

which indicate marker status during operation; and a present time

counter with a units-to-seconds conversion scale.

The cciuipment operates on two battery suppUes, one kno\vn as per-

manent battery and the other as day battery. Permanent battery is on

continuously during a complete throwdo^\'n run in order to hold operated

certain i-ccord relays. The day battery, however, is turned off during idle

periods.

The e(iuipment is arranged so that at the end of a working period all

operator functions requested by signal lamps during the last working

unit of time can be completed before the machine automatically stops.

This is controlled by the day-night switch which is turned to the night

position when it is desired to cease operation. The night lamp lights

at this time. When the operators have extinguished the last signal

lamp, the day power switch is turned to off.

Certain critical portions of the machine are provided ^vith alarm

circuits which automatically stop the machine and Hght lamps at the

control panel. In most cases, the hghting of one or more of these lamps

will require troubleshooting. When the trouble has been found, operation

of the key associated with the lamp extinguishes the lamp and permits

the machine to start again.

RESULTS OF THROWDOWN STUDIES

The throwdown machine has now been in operation for slightly less

than four years. During this time 1383 seconds of equivalent central

office time, divided among eleven runs, have been accumulated. The

machine, of course, has not been in continuous operation, since the time

required for preparation of a i*un and eventual analysis of output data

exceeds the actual operating time for the i-un. In general, the same team

of gii'ls has handled both preparation and analysis of data and operation

of the macliine. Beyond this, there have been periods when no studies

were in progress.

A detailed presentation of throwdo^vn residts is not properly within

the scope of this article. However, a brief resume of the several runs mth
some mention of their primary objectives and typical results is necessary

to conclude this picture of the throwdown machine.
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It should be emphasized again that the principal function of a throw-

down machine is to pro\dde data, under controlled conditions, wliich

can be used to develop and check a comprehensive theory of operation

of a complex system. A secondary function is to study the reaction of

the system to specific equipment or circuit arrangements. The No. 5

throwdown machine has been used for both purposes. All runs have

furnished musses of statistical data wliich ha\^e been very useful in

formulating traffic theories apphcable to No. 5 crossljar. Rome data,

such as those on link matching, have a more general Held of application.

All throwdown runs have employed a basic size office of twenty line

link frames and ten trunk link frames, loaded by 9000 subscribers. On

the first two runs, a traffic le\-el designed to load these frames to their

normal capacity was apphed to the machine. This level can be called

Table III

Dura-
tion

Quantity
Sys-
tem

Load-
ing

Run
Mar-
kers

Orig.
Reg-
isters

Primary Purpose of Run

I

II

III

IVa

IVb

V

VI

VII

Vlllabc

Sec-
eitds

256

216

90

86

94

65

108

288

180

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

7

4

67

59

59

59

59

65

65

60

35

per
cent

100

100

125

110

110

la)

120

140

To load up machine and give normal load

picture

To study effect of higher marker occupancy-

due to reduced number of registers

To study effect of 25 ])nr- cent overload

To establish response of syslem with original

gate preference for comparison with run

IVB
To provide data on resijonse of system with

reversed gate preference

This was an intermediate run in wliich traffic

at high level was introduced in order to

build up to system equilibrium at thel20

per cent load level

To study system at high load level below

saturation

To study effect of situalion whore registers

are more severe liottlencck than markers

These three runs tested two proposed

changes in the gate control circuit against

the standard reversed [(reference arrange-

ment. Identical traffic was used for each

run
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ith different equipment quantities as determinedFig. 27—Dial tone service w
by the throwdown machine.

100 per cent load. In succeeding runs, an o\'erload of \'ar3dng amounts

was utilized. In the se\'eral runs, the quantities of registers and markers

were varied to obtain basic engineering data.

As the No. 5 system was originallj'- engineered, the preference order

in \A'liich markers wove assigned l)y the gate control circuit to marker

connectors during heavy loads was as follows: (1) line hnk frame marker

connectors; (2) originating register marker connectors; (3) incoming

register marker connectors. At a later date, this order was changed to

put the line link frame marker connectors last in preference. In the dis-

cussion which follows, this arrangement will be known as "reversed

preference."
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The essential features of the throwdown runs to date are given in

Table III.

The curves of Figs. 27 and 28 are representative of the type of data

.made available by the throwdoA\Ti machine. Fig. 27 shows the overall

dial tone service obtained during the first two runs. The slight degrada-

tion of service in Run II is caused by the reduction in number of registers.

In both cases, however, service is very good.

Fig. 28 shows the spread of delays met by Hne Unk frames in obtaining

a marker on dial tone calls during the same two runs. These curves are

representative of the distributions of delays encountered at individual

stages of handling a call. Other examples might be hne link and trunk
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Fig. 28—Mftrker delays on dial tone calls with different equipment quantities

as determined by the throwdown machine.
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link frame delays. Taken together, these various delays determine over-

all grade of service.

An interesting example of the practical utility of the throwdo\\Ti

machine is furnished by the series of events which lead to the introduc-

tion of reversed gate preference in the No. 5 crossbar system. The chang-

ing quantities of line and register pegs in the gate position provide a

graphic ™ual incUcation of the dynamic status of the system. After

watcliing the gate for some time in the early overload runs, it was no-

ticed that the register marker comieetors were relatively less successful

in gaining access to markers than the line link frame marker connectors.

During all register busy periods, this reduced the call handling capacity

of the system since registers were delayed in becoming a\'ailable to

waiting lines. The effect was compounded by wasting marker time in at-

tempting to set up dial tone calls when no registers were idle.

It was felt that a change in gate preference, placing register marker

connectors before hne link frame marker connectors, would improve this.

The new arrangement was tested and confirmed in throwdown run IV
and is now a system standai'd.


